
VIEWING THE NATURE IN THE STORY THE STREAM

Visit our website to watch the series online, discover extra behind-the-scenes stories and view Canada's nature scenes
in Visit Wild Canadian Year.

No rock is left unturned and no species is too small to be explored. The film follows the infamous naturalist
across the globe as he visits some of his personal favorite natural quirks. The audience will be taken on a
journey of delight and wonder as they explore talented insects, armored animals, and so much more. Join us
for our first Citizen Science Saturday. Children will participate in a hands-on nature activity. A discovery table
and craft will be available after the program. But Steve and the others face the threat of predators like the
leopard seal and the killer whale. Join us for our first Citizen Science Saturday. Particularly when viewed in
high definition, this series is breathtakingly beautiful and highlights the diverse biomes of each part of our
planet. This one focuses on environmental change and how it impacts three species: polar bears, African bush
elephants, and humpback whales. Penguins is the thirteenth up-close-and-personal nature doc from the
company, and fortunately, you can stream every other Disneynature doc right now. The documentary includes
hours of never before seen footage of plants, animals, and weather in some of the most remote locations on
earth. The film was made by Leonardo DiCaprio and truly feels more like a horror piece than a work of
nonfiction. Interest in poaching and illegal ivory has grown recently. Walt Disney Studios on YouTube This
doc about lions tells the coming of age story of a lion cub named Mara and a cheetah mother named Sita, as
they try to survive. This year marks the tenth anniversary of the release of the first movie produced for
Disneynature: The Crimson Wing: Mystery of the Flamingos. Each stunning moment is completely genuine
and viewers will see a side of life that has barely been explored before. The film was made by Werner Herzog
and chronicles his visit to the Mcmurdo Station Mcmurdo is the largest research station on the continent of
Antarctica. We will explore a stand of towering pines, the remnants of old limestone mining, and seasonal
flora and fauna. Some have compared it to the prequel to Planet Earth. They spent an incredible 2, days in the
Arctic and Antarctic filming life in some of the harshest environments on earth. You can see his murals, plein
air paintings, street paintings and landscapes throughout southeast Missouri and beyond. Herzog explores the
minds of the scientists who work there. This series took an incredible four years to film and covers every
biome and landmass on the planet. Stream it on Netflix. Children will participate in a hands-on nature activity.


